October 30, 2019

Dear Families of Chapel Hill Elementary School,

This communication is to inform you that the relocatable trailer at Chapel Hill Elementary School will be removed from our school property to help accommodate another school which is experiencing student capacity issues. Sometime during the next several weeks, crews will begin preparing the relocatable for transport to the new location, and we anticipate that the actual relocation will occur during the next two months. Relocation will be scheduled for a time when classes are not in session. The removal of this unit will not impact our student instruction in any way. In addition, our Chapel Hill Elementary School student enrollment will continue to be monitored to make certain our capacity needs are met.

If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to me at nhill2@bcps.org or call me at 410-887-5119.

Thank you again for support.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Nancy Hill
Principal
Chapel Hill Elementary School

“Developing Lifelong Learners Through Literacy”